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Dudao U2Pro bone conduction headphones
Dudao U2Pro are functional bone conduction headphones, which are ideal for people with active lifestyles. Lightweight and comfortable -
they provide high comfort. They are also distinguished by a working time of up to 6 hours and resistance to water and sweat. Bluetooth
5.2 guarantees a reliable wireless connection, and the built-in touch panel makes it easy to operate the headphones.
 
Made for athletes
Do you exercise a lot? Do you often go jogging around town? Bone headphones will be perfect for you! Thanks to them you will gain the
ability  to comfortably listen to music during your workout,  without losing contact  with your surroundings.  Now you can easily  hear an
oncoming car or a bicycle bell!
 
Lightweight and comfortable
What else makes the U2Pro so good for your workouts? The headphones are incredibly light - weighing only 16g. You won't even feel that
you  are  wearing  them!  At  the  same  time,  they  are  extremely  comfortable  -  don't  be  afraid  of  discomfort.  They  also  feature  water
resistance - they are not intimidated by rain or sweat. Even if you get caught in the rain while jogging, nothing will happen to them!
 
Hassle-free operation
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You no longer have to reach for your phone every time to operate the headphones. The U2Pro are equipped with a practical touch panel
that provides quick access to the most important functions. Now everything you need is at your fingertips! The headphones also use a
state-of-the-art Bluetooth 5.2 connection, so you can enjoy reliable signal transmission over a distance of up to 10 meters.
 
Long runtime
Listen  to  music  during  your  next  workout  without  worry.  The headphones  are  equipped with  a  240mAh battery  that  provides  up  to  6
hours of runtime on a single charge. What's more, the U2Pro lasts up to 120 hours in standby mode! So they will be almost always ready
to serve you. The headphones also have a built-in USB-C port for convenient charging.
 
Brand
Dudao
Model
U2Pro
Color
Black
Bluetooth version
5.2
Range
Up to 10m
Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz
Operating time
Approx. 6h
Operating time in standby mode
Approx. 120h
Battery capacity
240mAh
Charging interface
USB-C
Material
ABS + PC + silicone
Weight
16g
Supported languages
Chinese, English

Preço:

€ 16.30
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